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North Kensington is the place where we live and go to school. It is an 
area where creative things happen, an area famed for its music, the 
arts, Notting Hill Carnival and – a sometimes rebellious – community 
ZWPYP[��;OL�ÄST��Standing at the Crossroads, is an exploration of just a 
few of the many people, who have made and continue to make this 
place what it is – unique and diverse. Our interviewees, who come 
from a range of creative disciplines, all have very strong connections 
to North Kensington: either growing up in the area; living here as 
young anarchists or bohemians in the sixties; or still living here 
now. Whether photographers or musicians, dancers or sculptors, 
one thing joins them all – they consider Ladbroke Grove extremely 
PUÅ\LU[PHS�VU�[OLPY�SP]LZ�HUK�^VYR��/V^L]LY��HZ�^L�SLHYU[�[OYV\NOV\[�
[OL�THRPUN�VM�[OL�ÄST��[OPZ�HYLH�PZ�YHWPKS`�JOHUNPUN��

The project, The Kensington Creatives, was not just an exploration 
of the arts, but also an exploration of migration. Through participation 
PU�ZWLJPHSPZ[�^VYRZOVWZ��[HSRZ�HUK�ÄLSK[YPWZ��HSS�VM�^OPJO�^LYL�Y\U�
by local people and groups, we learnt how North Kensington has 
been shaped by migration. Working with digital:works��[OL�ÄST�[LHT�
learnt oral history techniques and how to use equipment to record 
interviews, whilst the web team learnt how to design and write blogs. 
In addition, we all took part in various creative workshops including 

Introduction



photography, ceramics and artistic appreciation. Again, these were 
all led by local artists and took place in the local area. 

@V\�JHU�ÄUK�V\[�TVYL�HIV\[�[OL�^OVSL�WYVQLJ[�PU�[OL�YLZ[�VM�
this booklet and by visiting our blog: thekensingtoncreatives.

wordpress.com. The writing on the following pages is a mixture of 
our historical research and poetry inspired by the stories we heard 
throughout the project. 



North Kensington has a rich and varied history with the arts. Much 
of its creativity stems from the economic hardship of the area – in 
the 1950s and 1960s, a vast proportion of housing was in extremely 
poor condition, often likened to ‘slums’. The draw of cheap 
accommodation meant that many migrant populations, those on 
low incomes, and artists and bohemians, moved to the area. From 
the squats in Frestonia, to the support provided by social housing 
associations (such as Notting Hill Housing Trust), North Kensington 
provided a space where people could express their creativity and 
grew a reputation of underground and alternative culture. 

The many pubs traditionally provided venues where the artistic 
community could perform or convene. But over the years, other 
meeting places for the increasingly diverse community, also opened. 
In 1968 the Mangrove Restaurant was founded and served West 
Indian and English feasts to locals, as well as the likes of Sammy 
Davis Junior, Marvin Gaye, and Nina Simone, to name just a few of 
its more famous visitors. In the 1970s, The Tabernacle – formerly a 
church – was saved from demolition by community protests. In 1973 
P[�^HZ�VJJ\WPLK�I`�ºOPWW`�[`WLZ»�MVY�P[Z�ÄYZ[�JVTT\UP[`�NPN�HUK�I`�
the late seventies and into the eighties it became a focal point for 
local music, especially that of the black community.  In addition, 
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Portobello Market, like many others, started by selling local produce, 
but by the 1980s, the fashion and arts scene had exploded and it 
became a place for designers and artists to sell their work. 

Then of course, there is Notting Hill Carnival – possibly the most 
famous example of the area’s artistic expression. Coming from the 
African Caribbean community, who mainly settled in the 1950s, 
it began in the sixties with live music, hand-made costumes, 
masquerade bands and steel pan. The 1970s saw the addition of 
hand-built sound systems, particularly famous in Jamaican music 
culture. These systems were – and still are – capable of lighting up 
an entire street with sound. The Carnival, which has grown to be the 
largest street festival in Europe, celebrates its 50th anniversary in 
2016.

Music labels in the area are probably most famous for spearheading 
the sounds of reggae and punk rock, two perhaps unlikely 
JVTWHUPVUZ��I\[�IV[O�O\NLS`�PUÅ\LU[PHS�ZV\UKZ��0U�MHJ[��[OL�IYPUNPUN�
together of two camps to form new and exciting creations is a 
hallmark of the North Kensington music scene. The area is known for 
visits from the likes of soul superstar Marvin Gaye; reggae superstar 



Bob Marley; and rock superstar Jimi Hendrix, who lived in a Notting 
/PSS�ÅH[�HUK�KPLK�PU�H�5V[[PUN�/PSS�OV[LS��;OL�HYLH»Z�W\UR�OLYP[HNL�
status is secured with its connection to the birth of The Clash.
On the alternative visual front, North Kensington has long been home 
[V�NYHɉ[P�VM�HSS�MVYTZ��-YVT�[OL�Z\WLY�JVSV\YM\S��ZVTL[PTLZ�L_[YLTLS`�
complex New York-inspired styles, to basic paint-brushed political 
slogans or cultural observations, the area is famed for producing 
ZVTL�VM�[OL�ILZ[�NYHɉ[P�JYL^Z�PU�,\YVWL��0[Z�^HSSZ�L]LU�PUJS\KL�H�
handful of – although some long painted over – examples from street 
artist, Banksy. 

Undeniably, the migrant populations and whoever happened to be 
the working class population of the time have generated much of 
[OL�HY[�PU�5VY[O�2LUZPUN[VU��/V^L]LY��K\L�[V�[OL�NLU[YPÄJH[PVU�VM�[OL�
HYLH"�[OL�L]LY�PUJYLHZPUN�OV\ZPUN�WYPJLZ"�[OL�KLTPZL�PU�HɈVYKHISL�
studio spaces; and the continual closures of community and artistic 
venues, the very thing and people, who have made North Kensington 
a world famous place, are increasingly under threat…

Year 5, St Thomas’ CE Primary School 



Recipe for Art The Future of Art My City 

Mix together 
H�[HISLZWVVU�VM�NYHɉ[P
a dash of imagination 

Then pour in 
a slosh of paint
a dollop of decoration 

Next whisk together
a cup of colours
a ladle of clay

Afterwards sprinkle in 
a pinch of design
a lashing of creativity 

Finally cook 
at varying temperatures 
(depending on the time of the year) 
for an extraordinary, visually 
pleasing dish 

By Sarah Serroukh

The future of art is a wonderful 
place, 
With its enchantments placed on 
every wall, 
The future of art is our only friend, 
2HSLPKVZJVWL�NYHɉ[P�PUZWPYLZ�\Z�HSS��
A spray of paint can feed our hearts, 
By the power of art. 
 
)`�2HYPT�,S�1VUZHÄ�HUK�5HZY�,KKPU�
Bouharrak

I imagine my city all set
with vibrant shades of colour,
I design buildings 
with angles and curves,
I rub out smog
and doodle crystal skies,
(UK�WHPU[�[OL�JVUJYL[L�ÅVVY�
squares of the brightest hues,
I sculpt my city eccentric, 
unique 

But then…

You rub out my vibrant hues 
and brush the walls dull instead,
You change the buildings 
to be average and common,
You dab a sludge of smog 
across the sky, 
@V\�Z[HPU�[OL�ÅVVY
with lines of vast dirt, 
Now it is just ordinary, 
indistinct 

My perfect city is changed. 

By Helina GelawdiousThe Art Policy 

This is North Kensington’s art policy, 
The rules apply to everybody, 
The brightness needs to provide 
light, 
A light that shines through the night, 
The patterns need to stand out, 
So the patterns get shown all about, 
This is our art policy, 
The rules apply to everybody. 

By Harrison Harwood-Pike and 
Orane Robinson



The Headphones of my 
Freedom 

Feeling the Beat A Stranger Painted 

The headphones of my freedom
The rhythm of de beat
The vibe of RnB 
makes my feet spin

The way it makes me move
Just makes me groove to de tune
Makes me shine like de sun in de 
sky

I dance like I’m free
I can twirl, I can boogie
That’s what I do 

But music has to end
My soul goes grey
And it’s time to let go

Of the headphones 
Of my freedom 
For another day 

)`�5PRP[H�9PJOHYKZ��*HQHYUH�8\PUSHU�
and Asia Alli-Padruth

Music is the beat
that makes you move your feet.
Jumping up and down 
Spinning around and round. 

Music is the beat
that makes you move your feet.
Strutting and grooving
is the way you’re choosing. 

Music is the beat
that makes you move your feet
Buses, trains and busy streets
Wherever, there’s music playing 
sweet.

Music is the beat
that makes you move your feet.
Jazz, reggae, blues and soul 
Punk, hip-hop, rock and roll.

Whatever the music 
Whatever the beat 
Whatever the song
Remember to...move your feet! 

By Ellie Sweet and Lilia Bisnath

I’m from Ladbroke Grove, 
A stranger once painted, 
He sketched the future of my city, 
Painted buildings in bright hues, 
Decorated walls with shapes and 
patterns, 
Shaded faces skin colours of the 
world, 
He rubbed out grey smog
And brushed skies blue, 
He sculpted a city 
interesting and unique

But then.

You drew the future of my city
as dull as dull can be, 
You painted buildings in drabbest 
hues,
You built walls boring and plain, 
You shaded all faces white, 
Forgot to sketch plants and trees, 
You sculpted a city
ordinary and common

By Aaliya Bishop

My Music 

4\ZPJ�ÄSSZ�[OL�Z[YLL[Z!�
Vibrates in pothole water-puddles, 
7HPU[�ZTLHYZ!�Z[VYL�MYVU[�YLÅLJ[PVUZ��
:V\UK�YHJLZ�HJYVZZ�^HSSZ��ÅVVKZ�
eardrums – 
takes on new meaning in a creative 
world 
where meaning is too often 
forgotten.

My music is better 
than proud 

There is the sound of the groove
Rhythm pounding against my heart
BOOM! BOOM! picks up the room
Created by a bass line rendition. 
Music belongs where freedom 
PZ�H�ZV\UK�VM�KLÄHUJL��
BOOM! BOOM! picks up the room. 

By Kheira Houngan



Grove Records Art Recipe

Stand on the bridge
Feel the racket of the train, 
Stand near a school, 
Feel the footsteps of the kids, 
Stand on the pavement
Feel the wind whistle and hoot, 
Stand in The Tabernacle
Feel the pans beat and tap, 
Stand in The Mangrove 
Feel the rhythm of reggae, 
Stand in The Flyover
Feel the music of the world, 
Stand in The Grove
Feel the beating of your heart. 

By Ahmad Tahan

Heat up a range of hues, 
a pattern
a shape

Mash up pieces of green, 
an emerald
a lime

:WYLHK�IVSK�NYHɉ[P�
onto a sculpture 
a wall.

Melt designs and doodles
onto buildings
and in parks.

Finally, bake together
for a city of
delicious imagination. 
(Best served hot)

By Chelsea Odunsi

Carnival Kid

*HYUP]HS�2PK�`V\�IL�VU�KL�ÅVH[�
Playing steel pan loud, 
De crowd be so big dat ya can’t 
even count.
Carnival Kid munching ya rice ‘n’ 
peas,
De people in Carnival buzzing 
around like bees. 

Carnival Kid ya be dancing along
On No! Man, ya better run 
‘cos dere about to play ya mama’s 
favourite song.

Carnival Kid ya enter a new vortex, 

Ya better snap out of it ‘cos ya be 
on steel pan next.

Carnival kid ya see de costumes 
shining like stars, 
Dey be shining so bright dat ya can 
see ‘em from far.

Carnival Kid ya be playing ball wid 
ya friends,
Ya be playing wid mixed races
Black, white, Asian…
Ya be friends to de end
 
)`�;PɈHU`�0NOHYVYV



Carnival is.... I am 

Carnival is for all people
Young and old
Together they’re raving
And misbehaving

Carnival is for all religions
Muslim and Rasta
Together they’re dancing
Feet all a’prancing

Carnival is for all races
Black and White
Together they’re eating
While they are meeting

Carnival is unifying
Co-operate
Mixing
…peace 

)`�5PRP[H�9PJOHYKZ

I am the drums, 
Booming and Banging. 
I am the food, 
Sizzling and Frying.
0�HT�[OL�ÅHNZ��
Large and Chaotic.
I am the music, 
Lively and Loud.
I am the people, 
Eating and Dancing.
I am the Beat, 
Free and Joyful, 
I am…Carnival!

)`�,SSH�-YLUJO�;OVTHZ

I Am Carnival 

If Carnival was Mine

I am the heart of music, 
I am the food to eat, 
I am the art on the wall, 
That sends forth good spirit and 
vibes. 

I am the wave of processions, 
I am the colours of the rainbow, 
I am the African playing music, 
I am the non-stop jammin’ party. 

I am the people who dance, 
I am following the beat, 
0�HT�[OL�ÅVH[��
I am the mas band, 
I am Carnival 

By David Almeida
If Carnival was mine, 
I would be the Party Queen, 
Smiling proud with glee, 
At the people dancing 
And being free
Feeling the vibe, 
Standing out bright
Showing Trinidadian pride. 

By Asia Alli-Padruth

Dem Carnival People 

Dem Carnival people are raving, 
But they are still craving. 

Dem Carnival people eat
Jerk chick, spicy n sweet. 

Dem Carnival people run n shout, 
“Mudda, please! Let me go out!”

Dem Carnival people are dancing, 
They don’t care about others 
glancing. 

Dem Carnival people love their 
dreadlocks, 
While those posh people hold their 
doors locked. 

)`�;OLVKVYH�+L]LKSHRH�7YPJL



...local historian Tom Vague, for his informative workshop; Grace 

and Mike Laslett for telling us about the beginnings of Notting Hill 
Carnival; Matthew Phillip for giving us a tour of The Tabernacle 
and telling us even more about how Carnival began and grew; 
local photographer, Zute Lightfoot and local artist, Toby Laurent 

Belson, for their brilliant photography workshop; Jaime Turner 
and Angelique Schmitt for their amazing ceramics workshop and 
giving us tours of Kindred Studios; plus all the artists from Kindred 

Studios who gave time to explain more about their artistic craft; 
Dave Walker and Kim Turner from Kensington and Chelsea 

Local Studies and Archives�MVY�[LHJOPUN�\Z�OV^�[V�ÄUK�MHZJPUH[PUN�
historical sources of evidence; artist, Fiona Hawthorne for her local 
walking tour of her artworks and captivating talk; Tony Warner from 

Black History Talks�MVY�OPZ�SVJHS�OPZ[VY`�^HSR�HIV\[�[OL�PUÅ\LUJL�
and treatment of non-white immigrants of North Kensington; Ruth 

Morrison and the members of The Pepper Pot Centre, who 
shared their inspiring stories of arriving in North Kensington from the 
Caribbean.

...Sav Kyriacou and Matthew Rosenberg from arts and education 
charity digital:works ^OV�[H\NO[�\Z�HIV\[�VYHS�OPZ[VY`�HUK�ÄST�
THRPUN���HUK�OLSWLK�\Z�[V�THRL�[OL�KVJ\TLU[HY`�ÄST��;OL`�HSZV�
designed this booklet. 

This booklet was researched and written by the Year 5 pupils of 
St Thomas’ CE Primary School in collaboration with their teachers, 
Rebecca Brierley and Louise Wilson. 
It was designed by digital:works. 

The web team consisted of Cajarna Quinlan, 
*OLSZLH�6K\UZP��,SSPL�:^LL[��;PɈHU`�0NOHYVYV��:HYHO�:LYYV\RO��
Ella French-Thomas, Ahmad Tahan, David Almeida, 
Nasir Douglas and Helina Gelawdious. 

;OL�ÄST�[LHT consisted of Cosmo Varnden, Angel Mitchell, Lilia 
Bisnath, Nasr Eddin Bouharrak, Theodora Devedlaka-Price, Asia 
(SSP�7HKY\[O��2HYPT�,S�1VUZHÄ��9VaP[H�:OHMHP��(HSP`H�)PZOVW��6YHUL�
Robinson, Patrick Naughton, Kheira Houngan, Shekai Diedrick, 
Harrison Harwood-Pike and Nikita Richards. 

we would like to thank...



...the interviewees for sharing their captivating, funny 
and thought-provoking stories: 
JC 001, rapper; Fiona Hawthorne, artist; Carl Gabriel, sculptor; 
Nigel Warwick, dancer & musician; Samuel Dubois, musician; 
Charlie Phillips, photographer; Steve Mepsted, photographer; 
Huey Walker, music promoter; Emzee Haywoode, singer; 
Mark Jackson, poet & artist; Joe Rush, sculptor; 
and Niles Hailstones, musician.
And Ken Macdonald�MVY�ÄUKPUN�Z\JO�PU[LYLZ[PUN�WLVWSL�MVY�\Z�
to interview.

Image credits: The St Thomas’ Year 5 Web Team; Zute Lightfoot; 
Steve Mepsted; Sandra Belgrave; Rosy Dennetta, The Royal 
Borough of Kensington and Chelsea Local Studies Centre.

we would also like to thank...
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